
TSE .IIIRI NAI~AYA ROBE (L.A. 11/10/29)

+` Introduction .
A. The current and wide-spread belifif that man is guarded on

inner „apheres
1 The Suradian-angbb.

B. While idea ,_is _generally confused and inacurate id ..does
ref elet s . fact in Nature.

II, Necessary to consider processes , that happen after death .
A. With : ordinary man astral principles go . through _a purging

and the impure - aspect finally disintegrated,
l. . Strong -impure, astral principles may maintain autonoi

for _ a -period of variable length . . -
a..-Ultimately _ they -_disintegrate .
b. These are contacted and vivified in mediumistic

'phenomena.
2. Higher principles : with purified efflorescence of astral

principles taken to Devachanic world .
a, This level of consciousness cannot be brought into

contact n with pbyysical _ save by forbidden means ,
b . This domain not , contacted by mediums save under __ very

.-rare conditions.
_o. ,This . is, a domain of illusive Bliss .,

B. In "case _of highly . pure men, saints or Adepts .
1, Astral principles toa pure to be subjected to natural

2. These principles remain in sphere .of man and serve-as
an influence for good .

3. These . principles 'are not the Divine Monad _ of the one
who animated. them.
.,a,, -However they are carriers of the acquired knowledge

of the latter

dissolution.

III .'. On the, nature of Yoga, hdeptship or M stery .
A. Yoga means liberation from bondage to the sensuous world

and the conscious7i union with the spiritual Being which
we al1 are.
1 . ,Movement on--the Path toward this goal leads to the

unfloding of various Adept powers .
2. The _highest culmination of Yoga is full Nirvanic Bliss

a This is a state of Absolute Consciousness which
is untouched -with and earthly concern .

b . Ho 'who being _disembodied sneers this state in the
full or Paranirvanic sense never incarnates again
for the Manfantara,

= 1) He, occupies what is known as Dhakaya Robe .
(2)2 He can in no wise affect human concerns .

c . .This state transcends the highest Heaven and is th
goal .
(1) But he who in content to enter it vi iilst otheY5

remain in bondage manifest spiritual selfishnc ss

IV. Significance of the . renunciation of '7irvana.
A, There are, those Who have won right to Nirvana but will

not enter that State in full sense ;,
1, Since . their love of man in too great to permit self/

ish acceptance of Bliss .
JAfnL'* Cy-



Nirmanakaya -Robe)

after death Purified
2._-Such -take a body formed of the astral,~prinoiples

in which they fuhcti .on in s here of earth for ages
_ -of inconceivable. duration, :TA relatively immortal : boar)

.aim -This is known as the Nirmanakaya Vesture:
Such Beings may incarnate in- .bodies of babes or allults
from _time _to -time
a. .Refer, to -instance' of Bodf isattva of Buddha and

Shankaracharya.
b . The 4:ever-diving .Buddha

_4. ,At _ot'her_times they remain in subtle sphere surround-ing -earth influencing men for good -rn every way possib& .
a. _In -this they .are limited by 1 a a which . cannot be

broken b ev n rush _ aa Th%y e .y ., -
b . ;They are a force.-to strengthen man's acts and thou i ~

for ,food
1 They may not.,constre n, man against his will .
2; !When man initiates right action Their power

is behind him.,

V. Price , entailed by this -renunciation
A. The NJrmanakeyas in . ilonadic sense are in N3rrona.

1. Principles carrying purified re3a: tine .Wiedom anU Vgo
remain in Nirmanakaya.

2 . This Implies a Nirvanic Consciousness Which _at or-Me time
is in vibrant sympatby with world Buffering .

B.-There is no progress for the . Nirmanakaya .
1 . . Thus. the _ saorifice is a . . real one di ctated by pure

Compassion.
_a, _In this there lies such truth as is in doctrine of

vicari ous atonement.
C: :Nirmanakaya faces karmic responsibility for any mistakes

He essay. : hake,..
D . No one ia ,,required to take . : this Path of the ` Secret Heart..

1. The sacrifice is puielyr voluntary.

VI There exists, in the world an Order of Nimanakayas .
A. T'his' :is_ the highest and noblest Order in the ' world.
B . _These by eatery - ,.awfull means restrain man' a evil Icarna,

which if:-_lef t to itself would . destroy- him:

VII. Doctrine of the Buddhas .
A. _At widely soparated periods a Great Buddha incarnates in

world to _re- establish and- preserve the pure doctrine .
1. After Iiia -death his Bodisattva or Ilirmauakaya reamins ,

in _ sphere of earth until the next Buddha is rents
2. , This Nirmanakaya may, incarnate in vehicles of other

Adepts from fire to tins : to spread and protect -the
Doctrine.

Gautama was the last Buddha . and his Ni .nekay-a fore reamins
in sphere . of earth to this day as greatest of Nirmannakayas .
1. Incarnations in Shankara * TianiwTcang, and

.Tsong-Ma-•Pa .
a . Seid _ that the last : incarnation continues t1w. ough a-

series of - bodies to the present,
b .-'Tibetan tradition tba. t Western Materialism will be

-uprooted when Buddha : takes a western incarnation .
~a. Another tradtion that the doctrine will be retained

in .,purity in land of snowy . range only' until day 01



~. Present condition o€' world extremely critical ..
1 . Hence all, should keep heart andrnibd open for the time

thatmay be not far off .
2_ . ' There -in great need of volunteers in the ranks of the

_a3 =V to carry _on under the direction of , the I irman.akaya



THE..NIRMANAKAYA ROBE (L. A'. 11/10/29)

Introduction .
A. The'-current and wide-spread beliff that man is guarded on

inner . spheres .
1, The Guradian-angbl .

B. While idea is generally confused and inacurate id does
refelct a factt in Nature,

II . Necessary to consider processes that happen after death .
A. With ordinary man astral principles go through a purging

and the impure aspect finally disintegrated .-
1 . Strong impure astral principles may maintain autonomy

for a period of variable length .
a . Ultimately they disintegrate .
b . These are contacted and vivified in mediumistic

phenomena.
2 . Higher principles with purified efflorescence of astral

principles taken to Devachanic world .
a . This level of consciousness cannot be brought into

contact with p iysical save by forbidden means .
b . This domain .not contacted by mediums save under very

rare conditions .
c . This is a domain of illusive Bliss .

B. In case of highly pure men, saints or Adepts .
1 . Astral principles toopure to be subjected to natural

dissolution .
2 . These principles remain in sphere of man and serve .as

an influence for good .
3 . These principles are not -the Divine-Monad of the one

who animated . them .
a . However they are carriers of the acquired knowledge

of the latter

III . On the nature of Yoga, Adeptship or Mastery .
A . Yoga means liberation from bondage to the sensuous world

and the consciousif union with the . Spiritual Being which
we all are .
1 . Movement on the Path toward this goal leads to the

unfloding' of various Adept powers .
.2 . The highest culmination of Yoga is full Nirvanic Bliss

a. This is a state of Absolute Consciousness which
is untouched with any earthly concern .

b . He who being disembodied enters this state in the
full or Parenirvanic sense never incarnates again
for the Manfantara .
(1) He occupies what is known as Dharmakava Robe .
(2) He can in no wise affect human concerns .

This state transcends the highest Heaven and is th
goal .
(1) But he who is content to enter it whilst otheys

remain in bondage manifest spiritual selfishnQss

IV . Significance of the renunciation of Nirvana,
A. There are those` i'iho have won right to Nirvana but will

not enter that State in full sense ;
1 . Since ,theft love of man is too great to permit self

ish acceptance of Bliss .
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(Nirmanakaya Robe)

`after death, purified
2. Such take a body formed of the astral principles

in which they ftrction in sphere of earth for ages
of inconceivable duration . (A relatively immortal body)
a. This is known as the Nirmanakaya Vesture .

3 . Such Beings may incarnate in bodies of babes or a$ults
from time to time .
a. Refers to instance of Bodhisattva of Buddha and

Shankaracha.rra .
b . The ever- living-Buddha.

4, At other times they remain in subtle sphere surround-
ing earth influencing men-for good in every way possib&
a. In this they are limited by Karma which cannot be

broken by even such as They .
b . They are a force to strengthen man's acts and thou

for good .
i) .They may not . constrain man against his will.
(2) When man initiates right action Their power

is behind him .

V. Price entailed by this renunciation .
A . The Nirmanakayas in Monadic sense are in Nirvana .

1 . Principles carrying purified re3a tine Wisdom and 11go
. remain in Nirmanakaya .
2 . This implies a Nirvanic Consciousness which at same-time

is in vibrant sympathy with world suffering. w
B. There is no progress for the Nirmanakaya .

1 . Thus the sacrifice is a real one dictated by pure
Compassion .
a. In this there lies such truth as is in doctrine of

vicarious atonement .
C . Nirmanakaya faces karmic responsibility for any mistakes

He may make .
-D . No one is required t-o take this Path of the Secret Heart .

.1 . The sacrifice is purely voluntary .

VI. There exists in the world an Order of Nirmanakayas .
A. This is the highest and noblest Order in the world .
B . These by every lawful means restrain man's evil Karmag

which if left to itself would destroy him .

VII. Doctrine of the Buddhas .
A. At widely separated periods a_'Great Buddha incarnates in

world to re-establish and preserve the pure doctrine . .
1 . After His death his Bodisattva or Nirmanakaya reamins

in sphere of earth until the next Buddha .is-sente
2. This Nirmanakaya may incarnate in vehicles of other

Adepts from time to time to spread and protect the
Doctrine .

B . Gautama was the last Buddha and his Ni rmanakaya form reamins
in sphere of earth to this day as greatest of Nirmanakayas .
1 . Incarnations in Shy-.nk ra, Tiani-Ts n and71 fill"if ~i" ! t~ , a

Tsong-IC'ia-Pa .
a . Said that the last incarnation continues thr_•ough a

series of bodies to the present .
b . Tibetan tradition tat Western Materialism will be

uprooted when Buddha takes a western incarnation .
c . Another tradtion that the doctrine will be retained

in purity in land of snowy range only until day of



C . Present condition of world extremely critical .
1 . Hence all should keep heart andmind open for the time

thatmav be not far off .
2 . There is great need of volunteers in the ranks of the

army to carry on under the direction of the Nirmanakava


